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Abstract 

Developing sustainable stocks is willing to afford many opportunities for searching the economic phenomenon met through demanding 

near everyone currently, as a result of whose classification of demands is included. That the economy would be prevalent 

correspondingly in order to pursue sustainability challenge is concluded. Therein, the principle for proceeding sustainability economic 

method and its stocks exchange transaction would be becoming remarkable demands. The beneficial by customers̖ stock company and 

stock cost might be analyzed in detail in terms of drawing the cost per share and buying shares curves. The recruiting work would 

exhibit the third industrial power advancement and technology. The third industrial reformation might rapidly exceed the other two 

from recruiting situation. It expresses that the advanced and complicated knowledge has been keeping up with and exceeding traditional 

one at all. Atmosphere clean and resource conservation would take to play an importantly and newly innovative role so that the strategic 

diagram need to be given in in the future on the whole. The collaborative operation would be pursuing in light of varying functional 

entities for completing a series reformative institution and constitution in the high end products research and manufacture, as an 

important conclusion of whose strategic plan and diagram for satisfying those suggestions is needed to construct continuously. In 

exchange transaction the rule for stability and health stocks would be chosen to which could be suggested here.  
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Introduction 

The stock exchange has been occupying more and more people 

interest, there is more stocks company to attract individual share in 

the society. In current the stock market would be prevalent with 

enhancing more and more people for joining the stock market to 

exchange. The important effective factor may be heavier and 

heavier. For the sake of satisfying this demand the principle would 

be supposed through scientific data from simulating method with 

mathematical numerous calculation which is established according 

to the microeconomics knowledge and forward, stock shares̖ labour 

and capital distribution. The economic rule would be expressed for 

evaluating customer̖ stock company and manufacturer. So the 

principle of dealing with the stock becomes key technique know 

how if the right stock could be chosen in light of the risk for stock 

business. On the other hand, that the corrective parameters could 

be used for analysing every emphasis manufacturer is precision 

well. To create technological relations and achievement 

transformation may promote green low carbon, energy enterprise 

and digital technique melting development. Maintaining key 

competition ability may be enhanced in resource industrial part. In 

this study the method would exhibit the three respects beneficial 

from investing combination ie. Customer̖ company and factory 

where the adaptive beneficial may be found for all three 

combinations. Thereby, choosing correct stock would succeed in 

half. Market break out 5,000 stocks, if you choose 300 stocks at 

most it is available. You could choose from 10 billion to 100 billion 

stock is feasible [1-4]. 

 

Discussions 

Principle for Stock Exchange Market 

The stocks exchange transactional market would play an important 

role currently for acquiring a beneficial whose rule could be 
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resolved in light of some effectiveness factors in modern society. 

The principle of stocks exchange has supposed that the strong 

stabilized and healthy stocks would have been chosen for investors 

in stocks exchange market like SSEC (Shanghai Securities 

Composite Index) or SZI (Shenzhen Component Index). A share 

means RMB (Ren Min Bi, Chinese Yuan) general stocks; [1] B 

share means foreign general ones; H share says foreign stocks in 

Hong Kong; N share says new stocks. Here, a share would be 

regarded as general ones and a largest transaction ones in domestic 

of China. At the same time, B share would be dealt with prevailed 

in past years according to foreign investor market for both domestic 

and foreign customers. 

 
Figure 1: Schema of stock unit prices and shares in stock market. The A 

& B presents A shares and B shares price status. 

When the company stock has been bought with certain shares the 

status for optimized one will be exhibited as Figure 1 where those 

tendencies are described within the three beneficials. Figure 1 

could show that the beneficial respects from customer̖ stock and 

manufacturer cost in light of the curve of the price per share and 

shares. The curve named stock cost here is going to control the 

companies benefit. From Figure 1 it is shown that A shares will 

have higher stock cost, meanwhile, the stocks company might be 

declining stock benefit. As discussing in B shares higher stock 

benefits might be maintained which expresses the higher stocks 

shares is about to more risk to customer and cheaper cost when the 

shares become more like B share. Thereby, the more shares might 

have brought out more benefit although it has a certain gamble. The 

companies have been more beneficial if the more shares is bought. 

In there, the shares must be larger than the intersection between 

average cost and stock buying price line which is able to acquire 

more money for customer. Meantime, the corresponding risk has 

been increasing as well.  With regard to the achievement line it has 

been one of the strongest and longest no matter what the market 

lies in. If individual share achievement happens and it has low 

estimation for continuing to the high dividend the market has 

happened increasingly. Even if the Nation protects stock the 

priority has been stable high dividend and low estimation of 

national companies where the Chinese estimation system will be 

prioritized. Therein, it will be dominating an invincible position for 

investing its stock to acquire certain shares and beneficial. 

Customer might carry out the availability and beneficial for 

choosing national positive ones in respect of intervening policies.  

Innovation Technique and Recruiting for Sustainable 

Economy 

It might promote green low carbon, energy enterprise and digital 

technique melting development in technological relations and 

achievement transformation. The key competition capability might 

be enhanced in resource industrial. To guarantee national resources 

security and promote its high quality development it has played an 

important role. Jereh Co. Ltd. will continue to create and drive for 

sustaining breaking industrial pains. For the sake of reserving oil, 

raising gas and energy green it might contribute its wisdom and 

strength to an efficient development. The green low carbon energy 

will have prevailed in R&D(Research & Development) department 

in related enterprises. Thereby, the digital technique melting ones 

must be developed continuously and accordingly in light of the 

intelligence innovation which is artificial intelligence software 

with creating new technological products. Many products have 

been succeeded to launch in some transactional device. Yantai city 

recruitment has increased 7.1% compared with last year in spring 

of 2024. It occupies in the 10th in light of 38 key cities of the whole 

country. It expresses the amplification status this year in China. 

The average salary per month in 38th cities has already been 

attaining 10,361 RMB (Ren Min Bi) which increases 3% to 

compare with last year. On the view of the whole the provision and 

demand bilateral might maintain actively and the active companies 

has increased 45%. The tourism service businesses and industrial 

automation etc. high technique made one has enhanced eminently 

which becomes highlight by being recruited person. Meanwhile, 

the industrial automation business has become to be increased with 

73%. That means the AI (artificial intelligence) business will 

occupy more privilege quickly recently in the whole positions. The 

state electric grid where the nuclear power plant and hydropower 

station etc. forms will be transferred through the carbon 

transformed into low carbon from remote place with super high 

voltage. In 1969 USA had landed in moon firstly. Change 5 landed 

in the back of moon who carried back soil in moon. The Change 6 

would be launched in this 2024 who may consider to establish 

moon research base where there is 100Km2 candidates land 

territory. Egypt, Russia, Pakistan, Argentina ad United Arab 

Emirates would participate in this project. According to Tencent 

News in Singapore aircraft exhibition in February 20th 2024 total 

40 order of high plain Model C919 airplane with exceeding 4 

billion USD has been contracted in light of Guizhou Satellite News 

which has 140~160 seats. That plane is fixed based on Basis model 

like shorten plane length and executing high plain assembly for 

satisfying high plain transportation demands. Overall, the 

sustainable economic innovation and stocks would be wielding 

more and more roles in both aspects where the continuous research 

and development is significant very fine. For example the software 
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about diagnosing stocks one and digital ones would substitute for 

us to judge and make strategic diagram. That potential human 

resource may propose the excellent edition and modelling digital 

technique may become important very nice. The feasibility 

programme would be constructed so that the effectiveness ones 

could be completed throughout modeling high end products. The 

three parts may occupy certain beneficial in stocks exchange 

transaction which may be considered as creating scientificity and 

reasonability Beneficial’s. 

Conclusions 

The sustainable economy and stock exchangeable programme 

would has been realized and has been making strategic blue 

diagram by aspects of government and corporations. The 

aeronautic and astronautic has been supposed like big air plane and 

ChangE series rocket for conquering the land constraining 

environmental trials. Especially the astronautic occupation and 

application would wield huge resource and experimental trials 

from earth out. At the same time, the net recruiting status related to 

sustainability economy development would be having large 

opportunities for university graduates and college ones. They are 

owning a high end experience who could pursue the sophisticate 

research and development abilities in designing division on a 

company. They definitely pursue their creation after hired to 

accordingly technological divisions and educated by companies 

expertise at all. On the other hand, the stock exchange transaction 

may be supposed a strategic plan for improving customer̖ stock 

company and manufacturers beneficial. The principle for buying 

shares may be dividing three parts like mentioned above would 

play a role amongst them. The rule for stability and health stocks 

would be chosen which could be suggested here.  
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